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310:22:42      Q.   What was included within the rubric of

410:22:45 maintenance support services in the way that you

510:22:47 initially launched it at TomorrowNow?

610:22:53      A.   Are you referring to some of the

710:22:54 components of the service offering?

810:22:56      Q.   Right.

910:23:03      A.   Well, it involved speeding up the time in

1010:23:05 which initial response would occur.  And I am not

1110:23:10 sure at the time whether it was an hour or two hours

1210:23:14 or 30 minutes.  But, you know, customary for

1310:23:17 PeopleSoft was a 24-hour response time, as I best

1410:23:22 recall.  And we wanted to be a lot more responsive,

1510:23:25 really drive service excellence, and that was a

1610:23:28 component of it.

1710:23:30           We wanted to fix issues on older releases.

1810:23:38 And at the time the software company -- from my

1910:23:45 discussions with Seth Ravin, a business plan had

2010:23:47 been presented to PeopleSoft detailing how this --

2110:23:52 the idea of doing this extended support, and they

2210:23:57 weren't interested in the business.

2310:23:59           And so when Seth came and presented it to

2410:24:01 me the idea was that there was still a business

2510:24:10 need, and that it would be valuable to customers who
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110:24:13 needed more time on their older releases.

210:24:15           And so another big component of this was

310:24:18 not just -- in the early days the big component was

410:24:20 to extend the life of these old releases that were

510:24:23 retired by the software vendor.  So that was another

610:24:28 big component of it.

710:24:30           Another component that I recall is to give

810:24:34 a named support engineer for a client account, as

910:24:42 opposed to giving them, you know, an annual service

1010:24:48 that did not include a named engineer, so that we

1110:24:51 could develop a sort of a support relationship with

1210:25:00 the customer, again being more personalized, so that

1310:25:01 they would call someone who more often than not

1410:25:02 would be their direct contact for resolving the

1510:25:04 issue, instead of just calling a generic 1-800

1610:25:12 number.

1710:25:18           We had the concept as another component of

1810:25:21 our service offering that we were going to fix

1910:25:24 serious issues.  And that means sort of different

2010:25:26 things to different people.  But if the screen was

2110:25:33 not the right color -- I know you said you like your

2210:25:36 blue shirts.  Well, if the color blue wasn't

2310:25:40 necessarily to your liking, that we didn't consider

2410:25:43 to be a serious issue.  But if you couldn't process

2510:25:46 your payroll on a payroll system or you couldn't do
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110:25:49 your year-end close, that's a serious issue.  So

210:25:52 this concept of fixing serious issues was another

310:25:56 component that we focused on.

410:25:58           These are to the best of my recollection.

510:26:00 There may be others.  But that's the type of things

610:26:03 that we did in supporting these releases, retired

710:26:08 releases, in the very early days of our launch.

810:26:12      Q.   One of the things you mentioned was fixing

910:26:17 issues on older releases.  Did that include in this

1010:26:20 early stage providing regularly scheduled tax and

1110:26:28 regulatory updates?

1210:26:31      A.   Yes.

1310:26:37      Q.   Had you been involved at all in the

1410:26:38 provision of support services in the way that you

1510:26:41 just described it while you were at PeopleSoft?

1610:26:44      A.   When you say while at PeopleSoft, do you

1710:26:47 mean while employed directly by PeopleSoft?

1810:26:51      Q.   Correct.

1910:26:51      A.   No, not that I can recall.

2010:26:53           Now, just to make sure I am real clear,

2110:26:57 the upgrade process involves moving things, like I

2210:27:00 said, kind of from point A to point B.

2310:27:04           A tax update, whether it's a major

2410:27:07 enterprise release or an individual fix, a tax

2510:27:10 update falls sort of on the simple side of that, but
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110:27:13 still falls in there.  So I would have applied tax

210:27:16 updates most likely during that time frame.  But in

310:27:19 the way that I think you were asking the question,

410:27:21 you were not including that.  But if you were, then

510:27:25 I did that work while employed.

610:27:26      Q.   Right.  Well, using that example, had you

710:27:30 been involved in the development of new tax updates

810:27:34 to send out to customers on releases of PeopleSoft

910:27:35 software while you were employed by PeopleSoft?

1010:27:39      A.   Not that I can recall precisely, other

1110:27:42 than any generic testing that may have included

1210:27:44 those objects.

1310:27:53      Q.   Who was the first employee of TomorrowNow

1410:27:54 that did have experience in the development and

1510:27:56 delivery of tax and regulatory updates?

1610:28:07      A.   When you say the development and delivery,

1710:28:10 we -- I am not sure.  I am not sure that I know.

1810:28:18      Q.   Well, let's limit it to development, if

1910:28:21 the two of them in the question is making it hard.

2010:28:24           Who was the first employee at TomorrowNow

2110:28:26 who had experience in the development of tax and

2210:28:31 regulatory updates for PeopleSoft software?

2310:28:34      A.   Can you help me understand what you mean

2410:28:35 specifically by development?

2510:28:38      Q.   Well, what does development mean to you,
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110:28:40 if I asked you what does it mean to develop a tax

210:28:45 and regulatory update to deliver to a customer?

310:28:47      A.   It could mean many different things.  If

410:28:50 it involved applying it, as opposed to really being

510:28:54 the one that says, "How do I create something that

610:28:58 never existed before?" that's kind of what I would

710:29:01 assume would be the development.

810:29:02      Q.   And I think that's what I intended with my

910:29:04 question as well, so it sounds like we are on the

1010:29:06 same page.

1110:29:07      A.   Okay.

1210:29:07      Q.   So, a customer or set of customers needs a

1310:29:10 tax and regulatory update, because there has been

1410:29:14 changes, right, in the regulations that they need to

1510:29:17 adjust their software for.  And somebody has got to

1610:29:21 come up with the code that is going to do that for

1710:29:24 them; right?

1810:29:25      A.   Sure.

1910:29:27      Q.   And so, am I right that you had not, up to

2010:29:30 this point in time, when TomorrowNow decided to

2110:29:32 offer this service, personally been involved in

2210:29:36 developing those kinds of tax and regulatory

2310:29:40 updates?

2410:29:41      A.   I had not been involved in development in

2510:29:44 the sense of creating something out of nothing while
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110:29:47 I was employed at PeopleSoft as an employee.

210:29:51      Q.   And had you done it at any point up to

310:29:53 this time when TomorrowNow decided to offer this

410:29:56 service, whether at PeopleSoft or not?

510:30:00      A.   Indirectly, yes.

610:30:01      Q.   What do you mean by that?

710:30:05      A.   Well, in -- sometime in late 1999, while I

810:30:07 was on one of my TomorrowNow consulting engagements,

910:30:13 Seth Ravin made contact with me.

1010:30:16           And at the time I am not sure what his

1110:30:18 role was at PeopleSoft.  I think he was running a

1210:30:21 telesales team and doing other things.  I am not

1310:30:24 sure of the full extent.

1410:30:26           He called and asked me to come and be a --

1510:30:32 what was the role?  Y2K sort of project manager.

1610:30:37 Because it was during the time of Y2K, where

1710:30:46 TomorrowNow was having to deal with all of this

1810:30:47 stuff.

1910:30:48           In the course of doing many things during

2010:30:49 that time I got experience working with tax updates.

2110:30:59      Q.   Were you working for PeopleSoft in this

2210:31:01 Y2K work?

2310:31:02      A.   Well, he had called TomorrowNow, and he

2410:31:06 was employed at PeopleSoft at the time.  But after

2510:31:12 we agreed to do the work, I think, because
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110:31:15 PeopleSoft didn't want to have hundreds of

210:31:18 relationships with individual contractors,

310:31:22 PeopleSoft went through some third party and asked

410:31:24 me at the time if I could just go through that third

510:31:28 party as an individual.

610:31:30           So while he had made contact with me as

710:31:32 TomorrowNow, the mechanism was such that I think I

810:31:35 as an individual worked for this third party.  I

910:31:38 don't remember the -- their name.

1010:31:41      Q.   So, you, Andrew Nelson, not in your

1110:31:44 capacity as the owner of TomorrowNow, worked as a

1210:31:48 consultant for PeopleSoft through a third party

1310:31:53 relating to Y2K issues.

1410:31:55      A.   Initially, yes.

1510:31:57      Q.   Right.  And how did that work expose you

1610:32:00 to the development of tax and regulatory updates?

1710:32:04      A.   Well, one of the challenges of the Y2K

1810:32:08 period was that before the software company was

1910:32:11 aware of all the Y2K concerns they had set release

2010:32:17 retirement dates for several of their products to

2110:32:20 retire merely weeks prior to Y2K, requiring these

2210:32:24 major upgrades, major surgery on the system, right

2310:32:28 before an event when most people were trying to lock

2410:32:32 down and freeze their systems.

2510:32:34           And sort of, my guess, as evolution of the
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110:32:39 fact that we dealt with client escalations back when

210:32:43 I was employed, he knew that I could do that type

310:32:46 of -- handle that type of complex things, with lots

410:32:49 of balls going.

510:32:50           And a program was created to extend the

610:32:54 life of these releases past Y2K.  And to my

710:32:59 recollection, that was the first

810:33:02 PeopleSoft-specific, you know, from corporate

910:33:07 extended support system that he had done, and he

1010:33:12 asked me to do that.

1110:33:13           There were retrofits that were done by

1210:33:17 PSG, you know, to extend software in other cases.

1310:33:21 But that was the first time I was directly asked to

1410:33:24 lead the Y2K team and do that.

1510:33:32      Q.   When you refer to the first extended

1610:33:37 support system, are you referring to -- what do you

1710:33:42 mean by that?

1810:33:47      A.   Can you clarify when --

1910:33:49      Q.   You used the term that that was the first

2010:33:52 PeopleSoft-specific extended support system.  What

2110:33:56 is --

2210:33:57      A.   That I had -- was directly involved in.

2310:34:04      Q.   That you were involved in.  But by the

2410:34:05 term "extended support" -- because that was a term

2510:34:08 that was used at TomorrowNow, as well; right?
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110:34:11 Extended support.

210:34:13      A.   Mm-hmm.

310:34:13      Q.   You have to answer audibly for the

410:34:15 transcript.

510:34:15      A.   Yes.

610:34:16      Q.   By extended support do I understand you to

710:34:21 mean the development of these types of, for example,

810:34:25 tax and regulatory updates for releases that are

910:34:29 past their maintenance end date?

1010:34:31      A.   Well, just to make sure I am as clear as

1110:34:34 possible, the software vendor sets a release

1210:34:38 retirement date.  And extended support, as I

1310:34:44 understood it, was to extend the life of that

1410:34:48 release, with more support beyond the date set by

1510:34:51 the vendor.

1610:34:58      Q.   Included in that would be the delivery of

1710:35:00 the necessary tax and regulatory updates in order to

1810:35:03 stay current with laws and regulations as they

1910:35:07 change?

2010:35:07      A.   Generally, yes.

2110:35:08      Q.   And you used the term "retrofit."  What

2210:35:10 did you mean by that?

2310:35:17      A.   The process in that extended support

2410:35:21 through which we provided the fixes to those

2510:35:24 customers who were needing that extended support
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110:35:27 through Y2K.

210:35:29      Q.   What would -- how would you describe that

310:35:31 process more specifically?

410:35:43      A.   We would -- the -- the customer still paid

510:35:46 maintenance to the software company.  And so they

610:35:53 would -- while they had the rights to the new

710:35:56 releases and the new updates and the new fixes,

810:35:59 their business needs were to stay on the older

910:36:01 release.  But because they still had the rights to

1010:36:05 those new software updates as a typical part of

1110:36:10 annual maintenance, they would use that and, by

1210:36:16 looking at that new release and the new changes in

1310:36:19 that new release, and the old changes, they would go

1410:36:21 and try to retrofit, you know, the changes that were

1510:36:25 regulatory in the one release into the older release

1610:36:28 that they -- had business value at the time to

1710:36:31 continue to use.

1810:36:32      Q.   And is this part of what you were doing in

1910:36:34 the capacity of consulting to PeopleSoft and

2010:36:41 providing extended support to these customers around

2110:36:45 Y2K?

2210:36:46      A.   That's one of many things that I did, was

2310:36:49 to manage that overall process and to -- you know,

2410:36:52 to manage the process.
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1911:07:34           MR. HOWARD:  Q.  Now, would you agree

2011:07:37 that, in the course of providing extended support

2111:07:40 services, TomorrowNow would from time to time use an

2211:07:42 environment that had originated from one customer's

2311:07:49 software in the course of creating a deliverable for

2411:07:53 a different customer?

2511:07:54           MR. FUCHS:  Objection to form.

TEXT REMOVED - NOT RELEVANT TO MOTION
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111:07:56           THE WITNESS:  I am again hoping you can

211:07:58 clarify "extended support."  There are many

311:08:04 different support offerings that we had at many

411:08:07 different times with different products.  If you

511:08:09 could break that down for me, or somehow rephrase

611:08:14 that, I would appreciate it.

711:08:16           MR. HOWARD:  Q.  Well, I am thinking of

811:08:17 the services that TomorrowNow provided to customers

911:08:21 who were still on maintenance, but for a release

1011:08:31 that had been de-supported by PeopleSoft.  Is that a

1111:08:39 description that makes sense to you?

1211:08:41      A.   When you say "still on maintenance," we

1311:08:43 offered annual maintenance support services.  Are

1411:08:47 you talking about our maintenance?  When you say

1511:08:50 still on maintenance --

1611:08:52      Q.   I am talking about PeopleSoft maintenance.

1711:08:55      A.   Still on the original vendor's maintenance

1811:08:58 services?

1911:08:58      Q.   Right.  But TomorrowNow is supporting a

2011:09:00 release which is being de-supported, like 702, for

2111:09:06 example.

2211:09:07      A.   Like HRMS 702?

2311:09:11      Q.   Correct.

2411:09:11      A.   Okay.  So HRMS 702 becomes a retired

2511:09:16 release by the software vendor.  And I am clear on
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111:09:21 that.

211:09:21           Can you repeat the question?  I am now

311:09:24 thinking, I think, more clear --

411:09:25      Q.   Sure.

511:09:25      A.   -- on what you are talking about.

611:09:26      Q.   And so for these customers in this

711:09:29 universe TomorrowNow is providing this extended

811:09:34 support services using this retrofit model of

911:09:37 creating tax and regulatory updates; right?

1011:09:42           MR. FUCHS:  Objection to form.

1111:09:46           THE WITNESS:  When you say "this model,"

1211:09:47 can you -- can you help me understand the specific

1311:09:52 part of the model that you are referring to?

1411:09:54           MR. HOWARD:  Q.  I am talking about the

1511:09:56 creation of tax and regulatory updates by

1611:09:59 retrofitting in the way that you have described that

1711:10:01 would be done.  So, you would retrofit from a

1811:10:05 supported release to a de-supported release.  Do you

1911:10:08 recall that?

2011:10:09      A.   At a very high level I do recall that.  As

2111:10:12 I said before, there were, even in the example that

2211:10:16 you gave about how we even got the software, there

2311:10:18 are definitely differences between how it was done.

2411:10:23 But at a high level we did follow that, if that's

2511:10:25 what you mean by retrofit model.
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411:16:59           MR. HOWARD:  Q.  All right.  Now, we

511:17:03 briefly touched on a different business model that

611:17:09 TomorrowNow had adopted which related to the

711:17:11 provision of support for currently supported

811:17:14 releases; right?

911:17:18      A.   Releases that were currently supported by

1011:17:21 the vendor, by the software vendor.

1111:17:24      Q.   Right.

1211:17:26      A.   I recall we briefly touched on that.

1311:17:28      Q.   And that's -- is that what was generally

1411:17:30 referred to within TomorrowNow as the critical

1511:17:33 support model?

1611:17:34           MR. FUCHS:  Objection to form.

1711:17:38           THE WITNESS:  That was one -- that would

1811:17:43 have been included as a component of that, but as a

1911:17:47 component only.

2011:17:50           MR. HOWARD:  Q.  And as part of the

2111:17:52 critical support offering, TomorrowNow would provide

2211:17:56 tax and regulatory updates for its customers on

2311:18:01 PeopleSoft HR software?

2411:18:09      A.   Would have been customary, yes, that and

2511:18:14 other products.
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111:18:15      Q.   And, for example, from the beginning of

211:18:17 that model sometime in 2004, there were regularly

311:18:23 scheduled tax and regulatory updates that

411:18:27 TomorrowNow delivered to its customers in the

511:18:29 critical support model; right?

611:18:32      A.   Most likely, yes.
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